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Charting the Path That Links Technology and Business Goals

Avoiding the
Pitfalls of Mobile
EMV Compliance
As mobility continues to gain traction across the industry,
retailers are at an unprecedented impasse. Eager to
differentiate themselves in the marketplace and create longterm relationships with loyal customers, many retailers
consider mobility one of their most important strategies.
However, without the proper protocols in place, the addition
of these devices only increases retailers’ chances of becoming
the latest data breach victim. Add in the looming Europay,
Mastercard and Visa (EMV) mandate deadline in October,
and retailers are understandably becoming overwhelmed
deciphering how to best protect mission-critical customerand business-centric mobile-generated information.
By avoiding some of the most common pitfalls, retailers
can create a successful mobile strategy, and still protect the
organization from becoming the newest data breach statistic.
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United States that own
smartphones.
Source: Boston Retail
Partners, “Mobile Technology
— Transforming the Customer
Experience”

he “always-connected” nature of mobile devices
enables retailers to finally achieve the Holy Grail
of true one-to-one interaction with shoppers.
Over 182 million consumers in the United States
(74.9% of market penetration) own smartphones,
according to “Mobile Technology — Transforming the
Customer Experience,” a report from Boston Retail
Partners. The proliferation of smartphones allows
brands the opportunity to directly connect with more
shoppers than ever before. While retailers’ mobile
strategies originally consisted of nothing more than
basic one-way, short message service (SMS) textbased messages, the robust functionality of smart
devices has transformed mobile units beyond a
communication device and into a mission-critical
shopping tool for consumers and retailers alike.
Shoppers use their personal web-based devices,
both smartphones and tablets, to connect with their
favorite brands via dedicated mobile apps; beacon
technology created to drive and personalize the
shopping experience; and an abundance of social
networks that foster two-way conversations and
branding opportunities. In fact, 76% of companies
are investing in these and other services to enhance
the customer experience, according to “State of the
Industry Research Series 2014: Mobility in Retail,” a
report from EKN Research.
Meanwhile, from a business point-of-view, retailers
are putting devices into the hands of their front-line
employees and managers for a variety of operations.
Armed with mobile handhelds, associates have access
to enterprise inventory levels, CRM systems, as
well as digital channels — making smart technology
the perfect tool to expand shopper relationships,
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76%

Companies investing
in services to enhance the
customer experience.
Source: EKN Research, “State
of the Industry Research Series
2014: Mobility in Retail”

deliver customer service, and drive sales. Retailers
are also using the devices to support back office
functionality, including signing into and out of store
shifts, requesting time off and approving schedules,
and monitoring task management responsibilities.
They are also coveted by store managers eager to use
the devices to access sales dashboards, view category
and store reports, and even conduct analytics right
from the palm of their hands. In fact, 69% of retailers’
mobility investments are driven by the technology’s
ability to enable associates to access these business
applications on the go, and more efficiently manage
their responsibilities, the EKN study said.
As retailers expand their mobility strategies
however, they become more susceptible to malicious
hackers just waiting to infiltrate retailer networks. And
an increasingly favorite entry point among these savvy
thieves is mobile devices. More specifically: mobile
apps. Apps are so vulnerable that industry observers
predict that by 2015, 75% of mobile security breaches
will be caused by mobile application misconfiguration,
according to Gartner.
Of course, unprotected apps are only one hazard
endangering unaware retailers. As each new mobile
solution connects to a retailer’s supporting WiFi
platform, brands unknowingly put their network in
harm’s way. Too often, networks support insecure
integrated software that transmits unencrypted data
between mobile units and the data center.
In an era when mobility is changing the way
consumers shop, retailers need to stay mindful of how
to keep mission-critical data — both consumer and
corporate information — protected. The EMV mandate
is pushing them in the right direction. The standard,
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Creating Secure Payment Options While
Providing On-Demand Customer Care
“Heightened
customer expectations have led
retailers to create
a more omnichannel
environment.”
M i chel l e Tinsl ey
D ir e cto r, Mo bil ity
a nd Secur e
Paym ent, Reta il
S o l utio ns D ivisio n
I nt el

Q: What advancements in the omnichannel retail environment highlight the need
for increased payment security?
Michelle Tinsley: The retail world is changing rapidly. Customers want more browsing
and payment options and access to more information than ever before about every product
they plan to purchase. These heightened customer expectations have led retailers to create
a more omnichannel environment — one that provides a seamless shopping experience
whether customers are buying online, from a desktop computer or mobile device, by
phone, or in a bricks-and-mortar store. This 360-degree shopping experience puts much
responsibility on retailers.
With this new data-driven retail environment, salespeople need the power to solve
problems, compare products, check inventory levels, and close the sale right from the sales
floor, before the customer has a chance to leave. At the same time, retailers must deal with
hackers, data breaches, and credit card security issues that put all of that data at risk. And
with the fraud liability shifting from credit card companies to retailers on October 1, security
is more important than ever. Customer expectations demand retailers accept most types
of payment anywhere, anytime — and they expect their private information to also be safe
from hackers.
Q: What issues are retailers still struggling with as the EMV liability shift deadline
quickly approaches?
Tinsley: With the EMV liability shift deadline approaching rapidly, retailers are still
struggling to educate both employees and customers about EMV. Employees will need to
be educated on how to use EMV payment technology and be prepared to answer inevitable
customer questions on how it works. Fortunately, traditional mag stripe payment as well
as other options including NFC-based technology will give customers multiple payment
options while they become accustomed to using a pin pad for credit card payments that
used to require just a swipe and a signature.

Intel is a world leader in computing
innovation. The company designs
and builds the essential technologies that serve as the foundation for
the world’s computing devices. As
a leader in corporate responsibility
and sustainability, Intel also manufactures the world’s first commercially available “conflict-free” microprocessors. www.intel.com

Q: How can retailers best prepare for EMV compliance?
Tinsley: With the October 1 EMV migration deadline as set by credit card companies
approaching quickly, U.S. retailers are increasingly concerned about the ability to process
a secure payment transaction.
Ultimately, the best approach to EMV compliance is a layered one utilizing EMV technology
and meeting PCI standards. An EMV chip protects your business from accepting lost, stolen
or counterfeit cards, while PCI Data Security Standards protect the cardholder’s confidential
information, all the way through the transaction process. Implementing EMV chip and PCI
standards together is the best way to reduce fraud.
Additionally, retailers should avoid deploying any quick fix to meet the EMV requirements
such as a low-cost Bluetooth device. If not properly evaluated before deployment, it can cause
more headaches than it’s worth. For example, it may not meet PCI requirements, might need
an additional device to provide power, or lack the durability needed for a retail environment.
Q: What role does a combination of hardware authentication and end-to-end
encryption play in protecting valuable payment data? How is it different from
traditional data protection methods?
Tinsley: End-to-end encryption (E2EE) is another component of payment security that works
in tandem with EMV hardware authentication. While it isn’t required for EMV compliance, endto-end encryption is quickly becoming more common to further protect credit card data. E2EE
ensures data is protected as it is in motion through the payment process.
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Mobile security breaches
that will be caused
by mobile application
misconfiguration
by 2015.
Source: Gartner, “Mobile
Security Breaches Will Be the
Result of Mobile Application
Misconfiguration”

which will be a five-year process, requires retailers
— among other industries — to implement solutions
that accept and process chip-enabled payment cards.
These smart cards have embedded microchips that
authenticate the card and process transactions. Unlike
traditional magnetic stripe cards, the microchipembedded cards, which are commonplace outside of
the United States, are nearly impossible to duplicate
or hack. Effective October 1, 2015, the next EMV
milestone, known as the Liability Shift, requires
retailers to implement smart card technology or face
economic ramifications. Retailers that don’t meet
EMV benchmarks will be responsible for any credit
card fraud committed in their stores, according to
“Preparing for the Fast-Approaching EMV Mandate,”
a report from RIS News.
With approximately six months left to prepare,
and 100 million chip cards expected to be issued to
U.S. consumers by the end of 2014, according to a
statement from the EMV Migration Forum, there is
mounting attention on preparations. “Millions of
EMV-capable terminals and ATMs have been installed,
some of which already accept EMV chip cards,” the
EMV Migration Forum reported. Among the leaders
are Walmart and Sam’s Club, both of which have
deployed a co-branded EMV smart chip MasterCard
and chip-and-PIN terminals. Meanwhile, Target, the
victim of one of the most highly-publicized breaches
within the last 18 months, is currently rolling out EMV
payment terminals, and transitioning its REDcard credit
cards to chip-based units that will require personal
identification number (PIN) and customer signature to
process a payment.
However, these brands remain part of a small sample
(15.4%) of retailers that support EMV-compliant POS
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systems, according to RIS News’ “Your Last Traditional
POS” report. Whether they are burdened by escalating
EMV-based hardware, software, implementation
and labor costs, or related back-office remediations,
retailers are understandably overwhelmed. But there
is a way to avoid the pitfalls that will cause a downward
spiral. By following a detailed, actionable plan, retailers
can avoid the hazards that could jeopardize their
budding mobile strategies, and chances of meeting
the pending industry standard.

Avoid “Band-Aid” Solutions

69%

Retailers’ mobility
investments that are driven
by business applications.
Source: EKN Research, “State
of the Industry Research Series
2014: Mobility in Retail”

As the saying goes, “a failure to plan, is a plan
to fail.” Never have these words been more
important than when preparing for EMV. Overall,
EMV should be considered an all-encompassing
architectural change. However, with some companies
shifting into “panic-mode,” and afraid of missing the
upcoming deadline, some organizations are falling
into a common trap: reaching for interim, “band-aid”
solutions. If these solutions are not properly evaluated
however, these systems could be doing more harm
than good. For example, these solutions may require
additional software management, or may not meet
PCI requirements. From a processing standpoint, they
may not be capable of supporting card verification,
and as a result, mission-critical data could remain
unencrypted in unsecured devices. Increased reliance
on these solutions endangers a brand’s security, which
in turn, hurts a brand’s competitive reputation among
loyal shoppers, and worse, could subject a company
to deep fines. Most importantly, these solutions
could further slow or even jeopardize adoption of new
EMV standards.
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Meeting Higher Customer
Expectations Through POS Mobility
“Customer
expectations have
never been higher;
they want their
online, mobile and
in-store experiences
to be seamless.”

Q: How is omnichannel retailing changing the role of the POS, and other
customer-facing hardware solutions?
Mario Carrillo: Seventy percent of customers now report using their mobile
phones in retail stores to research purchases when shopping. This fact has forced
retailers to rethink the customer experience to include a more omnichannel approach.
Customer expectations have never been higher; they want their online, mobile and instore experiences to be seamless. One way is mobilizing employees with mobile POS
devices, particularly ones that are durable and well designed with intuitive shopping
applications for customer engagement. They allow employees to stay engaged with their
customer base while offering them the ability to do everything from stocking shelves and
managing inventory, to processor-intensive tasks like remote surveillance monitoring
and financial analytics with the ability to recognize chip and pin technology.

Ma ri o Ca rril l o
S e nio r Ma na ger,
Payme nt Techn o l o gies
Pa n a so nic System
C o mmunicati o ns
C o mpa ny o f N o rth
Ameri ca

Q: How are customer expectations forcing retailers to pursue more secure
transaction capabilities?
Carrillo: With recent data breaches, security is top of mind for customers worried
about their payment data. While customers want better payment security, they don’t
want it to come at the expense of a mobile payment environment. This is where a mobile
POS device comes in handy. Retailers should be on the lookout for a mobile POS device
equipped with an integrated EMV card reader, as well as one with NFC and encrypted
magnetic stripe reader technologies in order to accept all types of payments your
customers may use. This provides them with the required payment security, versatility
and mobility customers are looking for in their retail experience.
Q: What challenges are retailers facing thanks to these new shopper expectations?
Carrillo: Retailers need to provide more secure transactions in light of recent
breaches. EMV certification takes time and money while ensuring that their current POS
software and/or payment software has the new payment format and can execute an
EMV transaction. At the same time, retailers need to seek out how to implement EMV
into their omnichannel strategy. Customers expect their shopping experiences to be
seamless from online and in-store purchases, making a mobile POS device with EMV
capabilities a perfect solution.

Panasonic delivers game-changing
technology solutions that deliver a
customized experience to drive better outcomes — for our customers
and our customers’ customers. Panasonic engineers reliable solutions
that help create, capture and deliver
data of all types, where, when and
how it is needed. www.panasonic.
com/business-solutions
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Q: What can retailers do to best protect the POS, and thus, the sensitive data
flowing through these systems?
Carrillo: As mentioned before, EMV is a must with the October 1 mandate approaching.
Some of the other encryption technology used in tandem with EMV isn’t as well known,
however. End-to-end encryption (E2EE) is another component of payment security. E2EE
is becoming more common to further protect credit card data and it is recommended
retailers implement this encryption along with EMV. E2EE ensures data, is protected as it is
in motion through the payment process. While E2EE protects data in motion, tokenization
focuses on encrypting data at rest as retailers store customer payment card information
to track purchases and to assist in refunds. It replaces card data with a unique numerical
token which is utilized by processors to protect data at rest. These components can be
integrated into a mobile POS device along with EMV for top-level security.
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Chip cards expected
to be issued to
U.S. consumers by
the end of 2014.
Source: EMV Migration Forum

The Home Depot for example, began a payment
security upgrade in January 2014, unaware that a mere
eight months later it would be a victim of a data breach
that compromised 56 million payment cards. Rather
than get caught up in the pitfalls often associated
with the quick-fix approach, the do-it-yourself retailer
opted for long-term, end-to-end payment security
solutions, including a chain-wide encryption and EMV
terminals rollout that work in tandem to safeguard
sensitive information. All U.S.-based stores went
live with the encryption service less than two weeks
following detection of the breach and planned to have
all U.S. stores EMV-enabled by the end of 2014. Since
its Canadian stores already supported EMV terminals,
the DIY retailer planned to begin using the encryption
process at these stores in early 2015.

Remediate Legacy Systems
Even though digital, web-based processes and
technology are changing the pace of retail,
many companies continue to process and store
sensitive customer- and business-specific data in
legacy systems. Besides being inflexible and causing
operational silos, these antiquated systems also
increase an organization’s risk of vulnerability. One
of the biggest culprits: card payment terminals.
Historically, payment data was transmitted from
the terminal through the retailer’s POS system — a
hotbed of data and one of cyber-thieves’ favorite data
breach entry points. In fact, the majority of breaches
have been orchestrated through POS servers (36%)
and POS terminals (22%), respectively, according
to “Best Practices and Tools to Thwart Hackers and
Protect Customer Payment Data,” a Boston Retail
Partners report.
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15.4%
Retailers that
support EMV-compliant
POS systems.
Source: RIS News, “Your Last
Traditional POS”

Target knows this pain first-hand. When data thieves
installed malware on POS payment terminals in
November 2013, they walked away with approximately
40 million credit and debit account numbers, wreaking
havoc on the brand’s reputation during the busiest
shopping season of the year. Fast-forward 18 months
and the company is still facing fallout. At press time,
Target agreed to a proposed settlement of a class-action
lawsuit that reportedly will pay individual victims up to
$10,000 in damages, according to court documents.
Between the threat of cyber criminals and a rapidly
changing business landscape, it is not surprising that
60% of retailers still regard systems integration as their
biggest store technology challenge, according to “State
of the Industry Research Series 2013: The Future of the
Store,” a report from EKN Research. Add in the further
disparity that is caused by the continuous adoption of
emerging digital channels, and it is more important
than ever for retailers to tightly integrate systems. By
replacing legacy systems with open, integrated EMVcompliant systems, retailers can redirect customer
payment data directly to the processor, bypassing the
pitfalls caused by vulnerable POS systems.

Ensure IT, Customer-Facing
Employees and Shoppers are
EMV-Educated
EMV cards are a completely different animal than
magnetic stripe cards, and so are their processing
operations. For example, the smartcard, depending on
the reader, may remain in the shopper’s possession,
and is no longer inserted into a dedicated terminal.
Instead, customers simply wave chip-enabled cards in
front of a card reader embedded within EMV-enabled
terminals.
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Requirements
Every major business initiative requires a detailed assessment that examines the project’s impact on internal processes, technologies, personnel, strategic alignment and
costs. One goal of the assessment is to identify granular and high-level requirements
that are essential elements in the project’s game plan. Managing and addressing these
requirements is critical to success.

Requirements for

EMV Compliance
Technology
• Safeguard WiFi networks as more mobile devices (proprietary and customerdriven units) access the infrastructure.
• Transition to EMV chip-and-PIN-based smart cards to protect customer data.
• Replace disparate, legacy-based systems that often store unprotected
information to integrated solutions that bypass vulnerable technology.
• Avoid interim solutions and invest in long-term, EMV-compliant hardware and
software options.
• Consider the role and value of emerging fully integrated, EMV-compliant pointof-sale (POS) systems.
Strategy
• Identify the requirements needed to achieve EMV mandate compliance. This
requires analyzing the role and security of the company’s wireless network
platform, digital touch points, and all software and hardware that processes
or stores sensitive company information.
• Establish enterprise-wide data security goals, including those revolving around
protecting sensitive customer data moving in-house and over consumers’
personal devices.
• Regularly evaluate internal EMV compliance strategies against speciﬁcations
created by EMVCo, the organization that is facilitating worldwide
interoperability and acceptance of secure payment transactions. These
guidelines encompass the evaluation of cards and terminals, security, and
management of interoperability issues.
Personnel
• Security and IT teams, front-line and customer-facing associates need to
be educated on the usage, processing and benefits of EMV compliance and
operations.
• The administrative team needs to be tasked with deﬁning the EMV strategy
that best fits the operation: chip-and-PIN or chip-and-signature. This team must
also monitor guidelines and compliance of new EMV solutions, as well as
audit network performance across enterprise-wide projects that manipulate
sensitive data.
• Store-level associates should be trained to identify and troubleshoot any
issues that may put a customer, device or network in harm’s way.
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36%

Breaches orchestrated
through POS servers.
Source: Boston Retail Partners,
“Best Practices and Tools to
Thwart Hackers and Protect
Customer Payment Data”

Of course, some brands are opting for an additional
safeguard: a chip-and-signature process. Walmart has
already adopted this practice that requires shoppers to
insert the card into an additional slot underneath the
new EMV terminal. The terminal’s embedded reader
detects the chip simultaneously as cashiers process
the transaction, and shoppers are still required to sign
off on purchases. The extra steps in both practices
require a learning curve for the shopper and front-line
associates, alike.
To streamline adoption of these new processes,
and the value of EMV overall (and avoid causing
frustration to shoppers), retailers should be mindful
to educate both employees and shoppers on how the
new chip-based process works, and why it is more
secure. Similarly, store-level associates, as well
as corporate office executives should be trained to
identify and troubleshoot any issues that may put a
device or network in harm’s way. “The key is to focus
on change management in a new process rollout,”
according to “State of the Industry Research Series Q4
2014: 2nd Annual Stores Benchmark,” a report from
EKN Research. “Make sure that store associates have
adequate training on new processes and technology
systems.”

Implement Fully Integrated Systems
As the omnichannel business model adopts more
customer touch points to create a consistent,
always-on shopping experience, retailers need to
remember that each new digital data-collecting
device needs to be integrated. This is especially
important as payment security (63%) and a unified
commerce platform (44%) top retailers’ priority lists
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43%

Companies that plan to
install a mobile-enabled
POS system within the
next two years.
Source: Boston Retail Partners,
“Mobile Technology — Transforming Customer Experience”

when evaluating mobile POS options, according to
Boston Retail Partners’ report, “Mobile Technology —
Transforming the Customer Experience.”
To secure data and streamline data flow, an allencompassing POS platform is an increasingly viable
option. While this concept is still emerging, a fully
integrated mobile and EMV-enabled POS device
promises to foster data security. Created with EMV
in mind, these solutions feature the newest payment
formats and support EMV transactions. With 43%
of companies planning to install a mobile-enabled
POS system within the next two years, according to
Boston Retail Partners’ report “Mobile Technology —
Transforming Customer Experience,” all-encompassing
EMV-enabled POS devices could begin popping up on
more retailers’ requests-for-proposal.

Secure Vulnerabilities Caused By
Mobility and WiFi
Mobility and WiFi clearly go hand-in-hand in the
new retail footprint, yet 47% of companies reported that
security risks and compliance issues are preventing
them from leveraging enterprise mobility, according
to EKN’s report, “State of the Industry Research Series
2014: Mobility in Retail.” If retailers want to support a
variety of sources in various locations, it is imperative
to have the right security in place to protect sensitive
data from falling into the hands of cyber-criminals, the
report summarized.
To support an ongoing maintenance and troubleshooting program, retailers should integrate online network management systems that monitor data volume,
mobile users, traffic bottlenecks, the uptime connections
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and overall “health” of WiFi networks — all factors that
provide insight and prevention of potential threats.

Conclusion
A digital marketplace, malicious cyber-attacks
and a looming industry data protection mandate
are causing “a perfect storm” of sorts, for the retail
industry. If retailers are not prepared, they will quickly
be lured in by pitfalls disguised as quick-fixes, and the
“ease” of maintaining disparate, legacy systems.
Rather than sit by idly as the clock counts down to the
upcoming mandate deadline, it is time for retailers to
rethink their mobile security strategies in a way that not
only protects business operations, brand reputations,
and consumer data, but also helps them avoid the
hazards putting their EMV compliance at risk.

by tightening mobility
strategies, enterprises
will avoid the pitfalls that
jeopardize data and hinder
eMV mandate prep.
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